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Main Points
1) Kellert’s 9 basic values/perceptions

-- example: Cecil the lion and public concern about conservation

2) Conservation baselines and value judgments: defining “natural”

-- Pleistocene to Holocene transition

-- example: non-analog plant communities

-- example: an ecological anachronism to conserve an endangered fish

-- the shifting baseline syndrome

3) Why is genetic diversity important?

-- mutations, inbreeding, genetic drift, and gene flow

Pre-reading: Tuesday 31 January. Drietz.

Thursday 2 February. Ripple et al, Ford et al, Ripple et al #2

Terms: Kellert’s 9 values, anthropomorphic, non-analog community, 

ecological anachronism, shifting baseline syndrome, panmictic, 

genetically effective population size, inbreeding depression
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Of What Value Is Biodiversity?

• what different values can be put on biodiversity? Or, how do 
people perceive biodiversity? (from Kellert 1996)
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• scientific/ecologistic = study of structure, function, and
natural relationships.

• what different values can be put on biodiversity? Or, how do 
people perceive biodiversity? (from Kellert 1996)

Of What Value Is Biodiversity?
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• negativistic = fear or hatred of biodiversity.

Of What Value Is Biodiversity?
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• utilitarian = practical or material exploitation of 
biodiversity.

Of What Value Is Biodiversity?
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• dominionistic = dominance over biodiversity.

Of What Value Is Biodiversity?
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• naturalistic = direct experience of biodiversity.

Of What Value Is Biodiversity?
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• aesthetic = appreciation for natural or physical beauty
of biodiversity. 

Of What Value Is Biodiversity?
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• symbolic = use of nature to communicate traits, 
thoughts, and/or accomplishments. 

Of What Value Is Biodiversity?
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• moralistic = ethical obligation to protect biodiversity.

Of What Value Is Biodiversity?
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Twitter hits

Facebook hits

Cecil the Lion and Social 
Media Activity

Cecil 
shot

Cecil 
mentioned on 
Jimmy Kimmel
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Range collapse and population 
decline of lions

Bauer et al. 2015. PNAS. 
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humanistic = strong emotional attachments, often
stemming from anthropomorphic views. 

Of what value is biodiversity?
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Attitudes Among Public (n  3000)
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Attitudes Among Public (n  3000)

From Kellert 1996



16Lyons et al. 2004. Evol Ecol Res. 
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?
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• “America was the largest landmass undiscovered by 
hominids before the time of Homo sapiens. The 
Paleolithic pioneers that crossed the Bering Bridge out 
of Asia took a giant step. They found a productive and 
unexploited ecosystem of over 10 million square miles. 
As Bordes has said, ‘There can be no repetition of this 
until man lands on a habitable planet belonging to 
another star’.”

--Paul Martin 1973, “The Discovery of America”

Pleistocene Overkill Hypothesis (Martin 1973)



Pleistocene Overkill Hypothesis (Martin 1973)

• A potential contradiction?

-- 4 genera went extinct in Eurasia; 30 in N. America

-- kill sites in N. America 

scarce and without artifacts
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• Changing fire regime—contemporary fire frequency and 
magnitude is higher than that ~15,000 years ago

• Non-analog plant communities existed

Pleistocene-Holocene Transition
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• Extinction of 34 genera of mammalian megafauna

• Changing fire regime—contemporary fire frequency and 
magnitude is higher than that ~15,000 years ago

• Non-analog plant communities existed

• Which came first?

Pleistocene-Holocene Transition



22Gill et al. 2009. Science. 

Non-analog Plant Communities in the Pleistocene
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• Megafaunal declines preceded (very closely) the rise of non-analog plant 
communities; therefore, changes in vegetation likely did not cause the extinction 
of megafauna.

Non-analog Plant Communities in the Pleistocene

Gill et al. 2009. Science. 



24Martin and Szuter. 1999. Cons Biol. 

War Zones, Game Sinks, and Lewis & Clark
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War Zones, Game Sinks, and Lewis & Clark

Martin and Szuter. 1999. Cons Biol. 
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The Fruits the Gompotheres Ate

• ecological anachronism = traits molded by past

selective forces that haven’t responded to the 

absence of those forces.
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Discussion Q: Ecological anachronisms persist in many ecosystems, even after the 
agents selecting for them (for example, megaherbivores) have gone extinct. What 
does this say about the extent to which such anachronisms (for example, big 

fruits with hard shells) relied on megaherbivores?
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Ecological Anachronisms

30
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• Individualistic concept = opportunistic associations of 
species. Emphasis on stochasticity.

The Non-Equilibrium View of Nature

environmental gradient 
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• Integration concept = associations of species represent 
coevolved (and thus predictable) sets of species 
affiliated with particular habitats. 

environmental gradient 

The Equilibrium View of Nature



What is “natural”, and to what baseline should we
attempt to “restore” ecosystems?
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Red fish and snapper, 1 day of fishing, FL Keys, 2007

McClenachan. 2009. Cons. Biol. 
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White margate, 1 day of fishing, FL Keys, 1983

McClenachan. 2009. Cons. Biol. 
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Goliath grouper, 1 day of fishing, FL Keys, 1957

McClenachan. 2009. Cons. Biol. 
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Ecological Restoration

• shifting baseline syndrome = each generation accepts as 
“natural” the environmental conditions that occurred in 
their earliest memories.

• when a new generation begins, environmental conditions 
have changed, but it is the conditions at the time of this 
generations first memories that are the new baseline.
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Ecological Restoration

• shifting baseline syndrome = each generation accepts as 
“natural” the environmental conditions that occurred in 
their earliest memories.

• when a new generation begins, environmental conditions 
have changed, but it is the conditions at the time of this 
generations first memories that are the new baseline.

• risk that we will gradually accommodate the “creeping 
disappearance” of species, and inappropriate reference 
points toward which to steer restoration.



Zimov. 2005. Science. 39



Zimov. 2005. Science. 40



Wrangel Island

Palkopoulou et al. 2015. Curr Biol. 41



• idealized population consists of:

1) panmictic individuals

2) 1:1 sex ratios

3) equal reproductive success 

among individuals
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Why Is Genetic Diversity Important 
(Or Is It)?



Why Is Genetic Diversity Important 
(Or Is It)?

• genetic variation protects against the accumulation

of deleterious mutations.
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• genetic variation provides raw materials to adapt

to environmental perturbations.



• genetic variation reduces probability of inbreeding

depression.
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Why Is Genetic Diversity Important 
(Or Is It)?



• genetic variation reduces probability of inbreeding

depression.
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Why Is Genetic Diversity Important 
(Or Is It)?




